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pH-regulated thermo-driven nanoﬂuidics for
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Bioinspired nanochannels whose functions are similar to those of the biological prototypes attract
increasing attention due to their potential applications in signal transmission, mass transport, energy
conversion, etc. Up to now, however, it is still a challenge to extract low-grade waste heat from the
ambient environment in an aqueous solution. Herein, a thermo-driven nanoﬂuidic system was developed
to extract low-grade waste heat eﬃciently based on directed ionic transport at a micro-/nanoscale. A
steady streaming current increases linearly with the temperature gradient, achieving as high as 14 nA at
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a temperature gradient of 47.5  C (dT ¼ 47.5  C) through a 0.5 cm2 porous membrane (106 cm2). And
an unexpected theoretical power of 25.48 pW using a single nanochannel at a temperature diﬀerence of

DOI: 10.1039/d0na00429d

40  C has been achieved. This bioinspired multifunctional system broadens thermal energy recovery and
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will accelerate the evolution of nanoconﬁned mass transport for practical applications.

1. Introduction
The past decade has witnessed an explosive growth of highly
eﬃcient energy conversion systems independent of fossil fuels,
which is becoming extremely urgent regarding the greenhouse
eﬀect, environmental issues, and energy crisis.1 More recently,
quantities of novel energy conversion systems have been put
forward,2–4 for example, salinity gradient energy conversion,5
solar cells,6 water energy harvesting,7 wind energy conversion,8
etc. In particular, a generator relying on nanochannels is
capable of sustaining a stable electric power output driven by
low-grade heat, which is widely distributed and abundant.9 The
advantage of easily scaling down to a small size makes it unique
to recycle waste heat and implement in microelectronics and
portable electronic devices. Such an energy conversion device, if
it could be fabricated, would be promising and provide more
opportunities to the energy sector.10
In terms of the thermodynamics of the underlying process,
the exploration of electrokinetic phenomenon at the nanoscale
and the promising potential for energy conversion have a long
history yet slow development.10,11 In general, when a liquid
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phase with electric neutrality is conned to a ow inside
a nanochannel, the charge distribution in the electrical double
layer (EDL) that is governed by surface attributes will screen coions and thus the migration of surplus ions results in
a streaming current or voltage diﬀerence between the ends of
the nanochannel. Some eﬀorts have been made to optimize the
geometry and surface chemistry of nanouidic channels to
manipulate the molecular or ion transport behaviours.12–15 Due
to the emersion of complex uid behaviour introduced by
various molecular forces, the poor eﬃciency limited the utilization of waste heat in dilute electrolytes.8,9 The underlying
mechanism of mechanical or electrical energy recovered from
waste heat in conned structures has been extensively
studied.16–18 Li et al. investigated the mechanisms of uid
transport driven by temperature gradients in nanochannels
through molecular dynamics simulations and found that uidwall binding energy played critical roles in the ow direction.19
Dietzel et al. found that the thermoelectric voltage of dilute
electrolytes in a conned geometry was solely proportional to
the zeta potential or surface charge density of the channel.20
Although such investigations have conrmed that a streaming
current or voltage could be generated by a temperature gradient
in a charged nanochannel, there are still many practical issues
that need to be addressed before it becomes a good alternative
to conventional energy. In particular, a high performance is
critical for the commercialization of low-grade heat conversion.
Recently, a hydrophobic nanoporous membrane was used to
harvest low grade heat using thermo-osmotic vapour, which
required an external power supply and was energy-consuming.21
An external power-free thermoelectric conversion system using
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a directed ionic ow through a biomimetic smart nanochannel
was also introduced, however, the thermopower was unattractive.22 A silica nanochannel/PET hybrid membrane was fabricated to quantitatively describe thermally sensitive
permselective ion transport and demonstrated a high system
eﬃciency, but a scalable implementation of inorganic
membrane oen brought reliable issues.23 Nevertheless, the
development of new materials is necessary to bridge the stateof-the-art technology and further applications on low-grade
heat energy conversion.
Thermo-driven nanouidics are not articial, and are ubiquitous in organisms where ion transport is regulated by ion
channels in response to complex external stimuli, which lays
the foundation for the life sciences.15 Unfortunately, it is diﬃcult for biological prototypes to implement various essential
physiological functions in vitro due to fragility and inactivation.
Inspired by these ion channels, bioinspired solid-state nanochannels have been put forward in past decades to mimic
delicate functions such as ion gating, ion selection and ion
rectication.24,25 Transient receptor potential channels (TRPs)
identied in corneal tissue layers and cells (skin organ) are Ca2+
permeable channels, most of which serve as thermosensitive
molecular sensors (thermo-TRPs).26–28 Modulation of the intracellular Ca2+ inux (such as transient increases) as a consequence of channel activation by environmental temperature
change is essential for tissues to oﬀset declines in physiological
functions.29 The extremely rapid transmittance of specic ions
guarantees a complicated and instant stress reaction.30
Learning from thermo-TRP, bioinspired solid-state nanochannels were expected to harvest low-grade waste heat
eﬃciently.
In this work, we develop a heterogeneous nanoporous
membrane, one side which is polydopamine (PDOPA) and the
other side is polyimide (PI). The dopamine graed in the
nanochannel bears a positive or negative charge depending on
pH conditions. It was found that the charge species and its
asymmetric distribution play critical roles in mass transfer and
energy conversion. The theoretical maximal power achieves
25.48 pW in a single nanochannel under a temperature diﬀerence of 40  C. A large augmentation of output power can be
realized theoretically by scale-up fabrication of the porous
membrane. A steady streaming current increases linearly with
the temperature gradient, achieving as high as 14 nA at 47.5  C
through a 0.5 cm2 porous membrane (106 cm2), and even
though it exerts multiple deliberate disturbances at various
temperatures and pressures, it approaches 3 nA at a temperature gradient of 7  C under an adverse pressure gradient of 500
Pa. The nanodevice opens opportunities for a new avenue in
nanoconned mass transport and thermal energy recovery
towards real-world applications.

2.

Results and discussion

Characterization of PDOPA-modied PI membrane
The PI membrane (12 mm) was rstly prepared by an ion track
etching technique and then it was chemically modied by DOPA
(Section S1†). The diameter of the base side in a conical
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nanochannel was about 750 nm while the tip diameter was
about 180 nm (Section S2†). The conical nanochannel was
fabricated with the PI membrane, which was asymmetrically
modied by the self-polymerization of dopamine (Fig. S3A†).
The transmittance of the modied membrane was weaker than
that of the naked membrane in ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy
(Fig. S3B†). The contact angle was tested using a 2 mL waterdrop
as a prerequisite that the membranes were immersed into
solutions with diﬀerent pH for 2 hours. Compared with the bare
PI membrane, the contact angle (q) of the modied PI
membrane changed from 53.56  1.47 to 78.94  2.19 while
the charged planar lm became more hydrophilic due to
a strong polarization (Fig. S3C†). The wetting behaviour of the
nanoconned region was totally diﬀerent between prior and
post modication, which plays a pivotal role in uid
dynamics.31 A strong liquid–wall interaction leads to considerable uid density variation in the hydrophilic nanochannels,
inuencing thermo-driven ow.32–34

pH-induced amphoteric response
Inasmuch as the chemical composition and polymerization
mechanism are ambiguous, the enthusiasm for further analysis
and application has not extinguished in consideration of
abundant functional groups and versatile adhesion. The selfpolymerization feature of DOPA has been studied intensively
by numerous groups since it was rst applied to modify various
surfaces by Messersmith et al.35 Due to the eﬀect of DOPA on the
tip side, the ion selectivity of the modied membrane increased
than before, explicating the length of the critical region at which
the electrical double layer functions as “an ion lter” (Section
S5, Fig. S4†). The contemplated design of polydopamine
renders simultaneous amino and hydroxyl groups, which
bestows them with the competence of negative or positive
charge (Fig. 1A). When the I–V curves were measured at diﬀerent
pH conditions following the sequence of 6.5, 11, 3, the rectication varies from anion selectivity to cation selectivity (Fig. 1B),
corresponding to a non-ohmic law that in turn aﬃrms the
presence of an amphoteric surface charge. Ion rectication has
been intensively studied in diﬀerent kinds of conventional
nanoscale pores where the thickness of the EDL is comparable
to the diameter of the small openings.36–38 The thickness of the
EDL is absolutely less than 3 nm for 0.1 mol L1 KCl. However,
the diameter of the tip side reaches 180 nm so that the aperture
is far more than the thickness of the EDL. Such an anomalous
rectication phenomenon is accounted for by the high charge
density of the polymer-based interface and high ion mobility of
H+ or OH.39,40 The measured transmembrane ionic conductance deviated from bulk values (dotted line) when the KCl
concentration was less than 0.1 mol L1 (Fig. 1C). The thickness
of the EDL is inversely proportional to the bulk concentration
(Section S6†). That charge-governed ionic transport emerged at
such a high bulk concentration is accounted for by a high
charge density inside the channel of the heterogeneous
membrane. Furthermore, the zeta potential of the modied
planar membrane was measured to support the surface charge
changing from positive to negative (Fig. 1D).
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Fig. 1 The amphoteric response of a modiﬁed nanochannel. (A)
Schematic illustration of the polydopamine with the competence of
a negative or positive charge at diﬀerent pH following the sequence of
6.5, 11, 3. (B) I–V curves of the modiﬁed PI membrane under
a 0.1 mol L1 KCl solution at diﬀerent pH conditions scanning from 2
to 2 V 10 times. The anode was set near the base side. (C) The transmembrane conductance at diﬀerent concentrations. The inset is the
schematic function diagram of the thickness of the EDL versus bulk
concentration (Section S5†). (D) Zeta potential of the modiﬁed planar
membrane. It was measured in the presence of 1 mmol L1 KCl which
pH adjusted before the measurement.

pH-regulated thermo-driven ow
The experimental setup is shown on Section S7 in detail.† The
capability of power generation was examined with a customized
device (Fig. S5†). In all cases, the anode was set near the base
side and the device was aligned to the horizontal position in
advance (Fig. S6†). The streaming current ensued immediately
the temperature diﬀerence emerged. For pH ¼ 3, the inner
surface was governed by a positive charge and possessed anion
selectivity. When the base was set near the hot side, the
observed streaming current was recorded up to 1.5 nA at
59.51  C (dT) (Fig. 2A). Conversely, when the base was near the
cold side, the recorded streaming current struck 2.3 nA at
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61.65  C (dT) (Fig. 2B). The diﬀerent current absolute values
represent that a preferential direction of anion ow was
observed as a result of the asymmetric distribution of functional
groups in a conical nanochannel. When pH ¼ 11, the inner
surface was governed by a negative charge allowing the cation to
transport freely. When the base was placed close to the hot side,
a negative current was obtained, approximately 3 nA at dT ¼
50  C (Fig. 2C). Although the negative current was similar to that
in the acidic condition, the cation owed in the nanochannel
rather than the anion. In this case, we analysed the ow direction change due to the surface charge changing. By replacing in
the opposite direction, a positive current of approximately 3 nA
at dT ¼ 55  C was obtained (Fig. 2D).
As observed, the current was variable at identical pH
conditions on tuning the direction of the conical nanochannel
facing the hot side (tip-hot or base-hot), which was accounted
for by the asymmetric geometry of nanochannel. According to
the racket mode,41 the electrostatic interaction, which originates from the ions passing through the nanopore and the pore
walls, facilitates the cations to ow from the tip to the base side
in alkaline conditions and the anions to ow from the tip to the
base side in acidic conditions. It was speculated when thermal
energy was used as a driving force, the eﬀect of surface charge
would be similar. For a negatively charged nanochannel, the
positive ions are transported preferentially from the tip to the
base side. However, for a positively charged nanochannel, the
opposite ions are transported preferentially (Fig. S7†). Thus, as
the membrane was placed in the prior direction of the electrostatic interaction and the direction of the temperature eld
identical, the absolute value of the streaming current is bigger.
Although the ion distributions of amino groups and hydroxyl
groups were similar in the same nanochannel for diﬀerent pH
conditions, the charge density of hydroxyl groups excelled that
of the amino groups because of a greater preponderance of the
number of and stronger electronegativity of oxygen. Thus, the
streaming current generated at pH ¼ 11 was superior to that at
pH ¼ 3.

Streaming current obtained by low-grade thermal energy. Streaming current at diﬀerent pH conditions (the inset is the setup): at pH ¼ 3,
(A) the base side was set toward the hot source. (B) The opposite direction. At pH ¼ 11, (C) the base side was set toward the hot source. (D) The
opposite direction. The majority of ﬂowing ions was Cl when the surface was governed by a positive charge, and the majority of ﬂow ions was K+
when the surface was governed by a positive charge.
Fig. 2
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The mechanism was investigated from the aspect of thermoosmosis. As a premise, the eﬀects of electrode and ion
diﬀusion were ignored. The membrane possesses an opposite
ion selectivity at alkaline or acid conditions. The majority of
owing ions was Cl when the surface was governed by a positive charge, and the majority of the owing ions was K+ when
the surface was governed by a positive charge. Assuming the
uid direction is identical at diﬀerent pH conditions, the
current direction should be the opposite. However, the corresponding current direction was the same (Fig. 2A–D). This was
accounted for by the owing direction changing reversely. The
uid density near the wall at a low temperature area was higher
than that at the high temperature area at pH ¼ 11 due to
a liquid–wall interaction, pushing the uid to migrate from the
high density area. Hence, the uid favours moving from a low
temperature to a high temperature.42 But the ow direction
changed reversely when the pH conditions became alkaline,
which mechanism was quantitatively elucidated by numerical
simulations based on solving the Poisson–Nernst–Planck (PNP)
equations, Naiver–Stokes (NS) equations as well as energy
equations.43 In this work, we simplied the system rationally as
a conical channel with two cell reservoirs, which is common in
previous literature.36,44 The detailed parameters are listed in
Section S10.† For convenience, the base side was grounded
uniformly (Fig. S9AII–DII†). In the simulation, the thermal slip
coeﬃcient is dependent on the surface charge density, resulting
in a change of liquid velocity at the hydrophilic interface of the
pore wall (Section S11†).20,45 The liquid exhibited a diﬀerentiated ow under the dual modulation of a temperature gradient
and surface charge. As expected, the uid ows from cold to hot
sources when the inner surface is governed by a negative charge,
while the reverse phenomenon occur when changing the
surface charge from negative to positive (Fig. S9AIII–DIII†). The
voltage generated by liquid ow was aﬀected by the diﬀerential
ow directions and ion species (Fig. S10†). The directed ow of
specic ions resulted in the accumulation and dissipation of
ions on two sides of the nanochannel, and thus the voltage
diﬀerence generated from the hot to the cold source when pH ¼
11 due to the ow of K+ from the cold to the hot source and
when pH ¼ 3 due to the ow of Cl from the hot to the cold
source (Fig. S9AIV–DIV†). In addition, it is worth mentioning
that highly charged functional groups are benecial for the
formation of EDL, which facilities the Seebeck coeﬃcient in
nonequilibrium thermal diﬀusion-osmosis process, presumably.46 The generated thermoelectric voltage greatly outperforms that of its bulk counterpart, where the ion mobilities of
the counter ion pair (K+ and Cl) were identical or a little
diﬀerent due to the ultrahigh selectivity realized in a nanoconned geometry.9 The nanochannel with an asymmetric
charge distribution possessed an excellent ion selectivity, which
provide a benchmark for the streaming current generation.
Further, the pH condition plays a critical role in ion transport.

Thermal energy conversion
To evaluate the capability of the thermoelectricity conversion,
we measured the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit
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current (Isc) under an external electric bias from 50 mV to
50 mV (Fig. 3A and B). The electrolyte was 0.1 mol L1 with
a normal pH (6.5). The Voc and Isc increased with temperature
gradient no matter which side the base direction was placed
near (Fig. 3C and D), because the thickness of the EDL is
aﬀected by temperature (Section S5†). Apart for Voc and Isc, the
conversion capability was expressed by the theoretical maximal
outpower (Pmax), which was obtained by area integral of the I–V
curves within the coordinate axes. Pmax had a nonlinearly
positive correlation with dT (Fig. 3E). When dT was equal to
40  C, Pmax in the forward direction was 15.9 pW (1.86 nA, 17.1
mV) while Pmax in the reverse direction was only 5.02 pW (1.14
nA, 8.79 mV). Furthermore, the I–V curves were measured for
the forward direction in a strongly alkaline situation where the
electrolyte was 0.1 mol L1 KCl with pH ¼ 11 (Fig. S11†). It was
noted that the I–V curves were arcuate because of strong rectication even though under small electric bias. As a result of the
sharp enhancement of charge density, Pmax had an enthralling
behaviour of 25.48 pW (3.05 nA, 17.1 mV) when the base side
was toward the hot source. Similarly, Pmax decreased to 13.6 pW
(1.39 nA, 10.4 mV) when changing the direction of the
membrane (Fig. S12†). We compared some recent papers,
including an aqueous salty solution and a gel system with
a redox pair. Our results excelled those of the aqueous salty
solution and rivalled those of other matrices (Fig. S13†).
Beside thermoelectrical estimation, this simple system was
developed into a practically applicable thermoelectric conversion nanodevice. It has been mentioned in the preceding part of
the text that a streaming current can be generated under
a temperature gradient, possessing a designative direction and
specic ion. We assumed three situations to exhibit the stability
and sensitivity of nanodevices using 0.1 mol L1 KCl solution.
The hot electrolyte was stepwise dropped into the system with
the volume of 1 mL each time, which was benecial for
enhancing temperature diﬀerence. (1) The system was set at
room temperature (20  C) at the rst stage, and then the hot
electrolytes were fed into the base side continuously at regular

Fig. 3 Theoretical thermometric conversion capability. The base side
was repositioned towards the cold side or hot side. (A) The I–V curves
of the forward direction at diﬀerent temperature diﬀerences and (B)
those in the reverse direction. (C) Short-circuit current. (D) Opencircuit voltage. Both were obtained by the intercept of the abscissa and
ordinate axes. (E) Outpower calculated by geometric area enclosed by
the I–V curves and coordinate axes.
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Fig. 4 Streaming current of a single nanochannel. The hot salty solution was added dropwise to a volume of 1 mL. (A) It was immersed into the
cell of the base side and (B) it was immersed into the cell of the tip side. No temperature diﬀerence existed at the initial stage. (C) It was immersed
into the cell of the base side to reduce the attenuation of temperature. No other equipment was employed except natural cooling. The current
decreased regularly with the temperature diﬀerence.

time spans of 50–70 s (Fig. 4A). Prolonging the time span to 100–
120 s, the system still possessed the excellent capability of
thermoelectric conversion (Fig. S14†). Large intervals of time
that result in the growth of the temperature diﬀerence at the
next operation cause an obvious current oscillation. (2) All else
being equal, only change the direction of feeding of the hot
electrolyte (Fig. 4B). Under the same temperature gradient, the
capability to convert temperature into electric signals decreased
slightly, but the sensitivity of responding to the temperature
variation was superior to that of the previous items. The principal reason is that the electrostatic interaction between the
ions and pore wall impedes a positive ion motion from the base
to the tip side. (3) The nanodevice generated an impressive
streaming current under a larger temperature gradient (Fig. 4C).
A momentary rise of temperature gradient would benet power
generation, indicating that a considerable power output can be
maintained by the existence of a constant temperature gradient.
Interestingly, a tiny temperature gradient would result in visible
current oscillations even and multiple temperature changes
show the fascinating sensitivity of temperature. Overall, the
streaming current was fostered by an ongoing temperature
gradient and possessed excellent sensitivity for temperature
variation depending on time interval. The nanodevice could
generate a steady and eﬃcient electric power at normal operating conditions and has promising potential in the on-line
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temperature detection of nanouids. When met improper
operation, such as sudden decline of temperature gradient or
abnormal reverse-direction temperature gradient, the nanodevice still has the capability to monitor sensitively the faults
while maintaining power output to some extent.

Counter-pressure mass transport
Another exciting phenomenon has shown promise for directed
ion transport under an adverse pressure gradient. The continuous addition of hot electrolyte carries a benecial thermal
energy as well as destroying the pressure equilibrium, but the
nal current depends on thermal energy (temperature gradient)
rather than potential energy (pressure diﬀerence). To be clear,
the nanodevice has been developed into a prototype with the
function of transmembrane ion transport under an adverse
pressure gradient. In a single nanochannel, the external pressure that reinforces the liquid ow is too gigantic to exceed the
mechanical stress that materials could bear (Section S16†). In
other words, small quantities of pressure diﬀerence have
a negligible eﬀect on liquid dynamics for a single nanochannel.
As a consequence, we adopted a porous PI membrane as an ion
motor to exemplify the advantage of an adverse pressure
gradient. The eﬀect of the pressure parameter was investigated,
excluding temperature factors for ve cycles (Fig. 5A). The
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Fig. 5 Streaming current of porous membrane (106 cm2). (A) Streaming current induced by a pressure diﬀerence (500 Pa). The average current
was estimated at about 17 nA using ﬁve experimental results. (B) Streaming current generated by temperature diﬀerence to support against the
eﬀect of pressure. The hot electrolyte was stepwise dropped into the system to enhance the temperature diﬀerence. The current changed from
positive to negative indicating the rate of pressure and temperature were diﬀerent. (C) Streaming current generated by a huge temperature
diﬀerence. It reduced sharply due to the decrease of temperature diﬀerence.

averaged maximal streaming current (17 nA) could be obtained by a pressure diﬀerence of dP ¼ 500 Pa. Aerwards, the
nanouid was regulated by pressure and temperature in the
process where the hot electrolyte was immersed into the system
(Fig. 5B). The current changed from positive to negative
immediately when the hot sources were immersed, which
implied the transmitted speed of pressure was faster than that
of temperature. And the inuence of the temperature gradient
outplayed its rival in the contest in the short term (Fig. S15†).
Multiple deliberate operations were acted until the temperature
diﬀerence changed intermittently. It was observed that an
increase in the negative current resulted from the ascent of
temperature gradient (Fig. S16†). Because the dissipation speed
of heat depends on the volume of the bulk phase, the ratio of
the current varied before and aer removing the external pressure in each process. To examine the ability of ion transport, the
nanodevice was tested under the regulation of temperature and

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

pressure (Fig. 5C). Note that a streaming current of 14 nA at
a temperature gradient of 47.5  C was attained at the beginning.
The variation in current approached an asymptotic value via
reiterative modulation of the pressure and temperature
gradient. Ultimately, 3 nA was obtained at a temperature
gradient of 7  C under a confrontational pressure gradient
(Fig. S17†).

3.

Conclusion

In summary, a novel nanodevice has been developed to realize
the delicate multifunction of ion transport and power generation by harvesting low-grade heat. The streaming current can be
modulated as expected by pH stimuli, mechanisms illuminated
convincingly based on the coordination of theoretical computation and experimental results. The nanodevice is not only
a conventional facility in energy conversion, separation and
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water desalination but could also possibly apply to complex
logic circuits and digital signal processing.
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